
Spiritual and Religious Supports @

S? recognizes that faith, religion, antl spirituality can be as

important a consideration antl as integral a thcet in the lires

of exceptional families as healthcate, education, and the mpriad

of nther topics that touch and inr''alvt f,'P readers. This article
pre$snts installment fil'e in this multi-part series enl,itled,

Splritual and Religlous Supports.

'Coming of Age
By Kathy Roberson

n the Unitarian tradition, it is called Coming of Age (CoA) and is

the counterpart of confirmations or bar/bat mitzvahs, with
much less structure. Unitarians are all about freedom of

thought, of belief, of expression, and this young adult rite of passage

is an oppoftunity for each young person to say to the congregatiofl,
"This is what I believe." The credos are long or short, serious or
funny, sometimes professing abelief in God, sometimes not. For the

congregation, the Coming of Age service is an opportunity to get to

know the young people they may have only had a glimpse of over

the years at coffee hour or holiday festivities, and it always seems to

leave those who attend the service leeling inspired and hopeful.

When my older daughter participated several years ago, her poise

and confidence as she shared her thoughts with a sanctuary full of
adults were undeniable signs of her own movement into adulthood.

Still, when Sue, the Director of Religious Education, asked if I'd
be interested in helping to teach the next year's Coming of Age

class, my first inclination was to say, "No - my life is already too

busy, too stressful." Instead, I stopped myself and thought, "But

what about Katie?" She was 16 and obviously desiring time with
other teenagers outside of school. I had been struggling to find
those social opportunities, especially with her so-called "non-

disabled peers," and had not been particularly successful.
As a young child, IGtie had spent time in Sunday school classes,

challenging experiences that became more difficult as the gap

between her abilities and those of other children widened. She liked

the arts and crafls done in the younger classes but towered over the

small children, and yet the age-appropriate classes were becoming
more discussion based, more about thinking and sorting through
ideas. Insisting she sit quietly through an hour of words that she could

not follow seemed both meanin$ess and unfair to her. In addition,
what started as disinterest on l{atie's part could almost immediately

escalate into behaviors that were disruptive and hard to manage. Bit

by bit, it became easier to take tums staying home with her instead.

With time, maturity, a lot of effort on the part of her family and
teachers, and some difficult years of learning how to control her
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own impulses, Katie eventually developed a genuine enjoyment
of sitting through entertainment. Movies, musicals, shows of any
kind, became an easy family outing, and'church, it seems, had

enough music and movement to qualify as a "show." IQtie would
sit quietly between Jody and me, and we were able to resume

attending church together as a family.
We might have been content to go on like that indefinitely, but

one Sunday I was talking with someone before the service start-

ed, and when I turned around Katie was no longer standing near
me. She was across the room with the head ushel being given a
stack of programs and instructions on how to hand them out to
people as they entered. I held my breath as Katie smiled and
carefully handed each person a program. I was thrilled to see

how people smiled in return and casually thanked her. With this
new level of engagement with the world, she was utterly delight-
ed. In time, she even started helping with the collection. Out of
those experiences, Katie emerged confident, comfortable, and
with a sense of belonging in this space and among these people.

It was this recognition of how much she had grown as a mem-
ber of this communily that made me pause before saying no to
helping teach the Coming of Age (COA) class. Here was an oppor-
tunity for lbtie to satisfy some of her need to socialize with other
teenagers and strengthen her church connection. As a profession-

a1 in the field of developmental disabilities, I know the importance
of "social networks." The church presented the possibility for a
social net\,vork that could last into l(atie's adulthood. "This isn't a
chance she'll get often," I thought. "Don't let it slip by." I wrote to

Sue, saying I'd be willing to teach, but wanted }€tie to be part of
the class. Her reply was immediate and entirely supportive and
IGtie was excited, too. "I see my friendsl" she said.

As the beginning of the COA class neared, there was the lin-
gering question of how l(atie would tolerate listening to discus-

sions she would only be able to partially understand. My hus-

band Jody and I agreed that we'd take it a day at a time and be

flexible as Katie's mood and behaviors dictated.



Before the first class, I met alone with the other youth and told
them a little about Ibtie. I explained that she speaks in two or
three word sentences, doesn't know her letters or numbers, com-
prehends far more than she can say, and absolutely understands
being welcomed and being included. I told them, "She won't be

able to discuss Unitarian values, but Katie will learn about being
a Unitarian by how those values are lived in the classroom."

"I'm glad Katie is going to be part of this class; she should be
part of this class," a classmate commented. I received those
words, spoken so matter-of-factly and as if it were an obvious
and unremarkable truth, with a heart filled with gratitude.

Wanting to be as prepared as possible, Sue talked with Itutie's
school teachers, observed Katie in the classroom, and got a sense

of what works and what doesn't work for her in that environ-
ment. The staff of Katie's school were generous with their time
and created a list of Katie's sffengths and challenges along with
helpful strategies for working with her.

I{atie and I attended the COA class together tvvice a month. The

teachers taught in pairs every other Sunday, and I often had commit-
ments outside of church on the days I wasn't teaching. In all honesry

some of the days I wasn't teaching, I could have gotten Katie to class

without me being there; I just wasn't sure how she'd do on her own
and wasn't quite ready to test it. How much was okay to ask of the
other teachers and her classmates? There is something about the

process of asking to be included that can lead parents into the trap of

simply feeling grateful for the chance, relieved if it is going well, and
hesitant to rock the boat. My agreeing to teach the class was both a way
to make this attempt at inclusion successfirl and the dues I paid for the
opportunity. It wasn't that anyone else asked this of me, certainly not
consciously, but caring for Ifutie is a skill that has taken a lifetime of
parenting to hone. How could I ask other people to do it who didn't
know her? What if they failed? Unknowingly triggered one of her
tantrums? Would they want her back? Would she not want to retum?

In retrospect, I can see that my desire to make this successftrl for every-

one caused me to err too much on the side of caution. These were

small steps into new territory and choosing a pace that made sense for
all - Ibtie, classmates, teachers, me - was one of the challenges.

And yet, steps forward did happen. At the beginning of each
class, each youth would share something of note about the past
week. In the beginning, Ihtie would only say, "Harry Potter," but as

time went on, she started recounting other things about her life.
Her voice was often low and enunciation poor, but she had the
idea and would happily speak when it was her turn. The class dis-

cussions, as anticipated, were not something she participated in,
but she was clearly attentive and the hands-on activities facilitated
more active participation. Snack time was the best as the youth
engaged in casual conversations. This was lGtie's chance to show
people her Harry Potter book. Many of the youth had a genuine

affinity for the story, and Katie clearly relished the sharing of her
continued on page 66
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Coming of Age
continued from page 65

favorite pictures with people who could appreciate them.
In December, it was time for the COA class to choose their

mentors. These are adults in the church who get to know the
youth and work with them individually on creating their credos.

There are leaps of faith we all make and asking Angelato be I{atie's

mentor was one of them. Angela didn't have children of her own, did-

n't really have any experience with people with developmental dis-

abilitigs either, I can't say she and I had ever evpn talked much, but

there was something about her that I thought might be a good fit for

Itutie. It w.ls one of those gut feelings that you're grateful you paid

attention to. When I contacted Angela and explained our request,

mentioned that her experience as a mentor would be very different

from that of the other mentors,.and that this would be a leam-as-we-

go process, her response was: "l'm honored you asked me, and I'd be

thrilled to do this." To give tbtie and An$ela a chance to meet one

anothel we invited her and her partne4 Lisa one of the other COA

teachers, to dinner. The five ofus sat around the able eating cheese

fondue, laughing, and talking. Afterwards, we all went into the family
room so that lbtie could put on a Harry futter mwie, and she and

Angela could warch it together. From that evening on, Katie would not
hesitate to tell anyone who would listen, "Angela. Menton" and wottld

ask each weeh "Church? See Angela?" In other wordq she $ot it and

what made this even more meanin$fttl was that every youth had a

mentor. This wasn't about l€tie needing special attention because of
her disability; it was about her receiving one-on-one attention

because, like every other youth in her class, she was coming of age.

With a mentor chosen, the next step was creatin$ I{atie's credo.

This is where the Unitarian denomination differs most radically from
others. There is no text, no beliefs, or rules to memoizn, nothing spe-

cific for this particular rite of passage. Rathel each youth is asked to

think about what she or he believes, what's personally important,
what values make sense at that particular time. The assumption is

this may well change in the future but the question is: "What about

now?" This is each youth's tum to say to the congregation: "This is

what makes sense to me." I knew t€tie's credo would have to be very

concrete and centered around the people and things in her life that

mean the most to her. It would also have to be visual so that other

people could understand. Over a couple of visits with Angela, the

three of us put together a PowerPoint presentation that combined

simple statements and photographs. Angela was steadfastly insistent

that this had to truly be I€tie s presentation, one in which l(atie was

an active participate. Together they would practice their parts.

"The most important thing to me is the people I love," Angela

would say. "This is my family."
And Iotie, lookin$ at the picture on the computer screen,

would say, "Nathan, Laurel, Dad, Mom."
Angela: "This was my first dog."
Katie: "Dolly."

Angela: "This is my friend at school."
IQtie: "Alia."
"Laurel and I have fun together."
"Hugging."

And so on.
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The PowerPoint concluded with, 'And I believe in the magic of

"Harry Potterl" complete with a picture of Katie, grinning hap-
pily in her Harry Potter Halloween costume.

Angela instinctively knew how to give tbtie time to say her
words, encourage her with small prompts, and repeat words that
people might not be able to understand. We didn't know just
how Iatie would react to standin$ in front of a sanctuary full of
people, but we agreed that whatever she was able to do would be

fine. We wouldn't push her past her comfort zone, and An$ela

would be prepared to step in and finish the presentation. '

It wasn't necessary, not even close. From the three-hour
rehearsal on Saturday to the entire Sunday morning service in
front of over 100 people, IGtie was engaged, focused, and eager to

participate. It was more than bein$ "behaved;" she understood and
wanted to be part of this special event, sitting with her friends and

doing all the things they were doing. Facing the congregation, she

joyfully looked at us and waved; When she needed a touch of reas-

surance, it was one of her classmates who took her hand.

Each mentor introduced their youth, and when it was their turn,
ihtie jumped up and made her way down the steps to Angela. In
the quiet of the sanctuary, Angela spoke. "How lucky am I," she

began, "to have been chosen to be Katie's mentor!" She told of
learning from Katie about the courage of doing things that are hard
to do. She spoke of how it felt to be let into Katie's loving heart. She

told of what it was like when Katie saw her from across a room, her
face suddenly breaking into a wide smile of recognition. other than
family and teachers, there are few people who have spent enough

time with l€tie to see past her disabilities. As parenB, it is what we
long for: other people coming to lrnow and cherish our daughter

for the uniquely wonderful person she is and the gifts she brings to

their lives. Katie and Angela presented lbtie's credo exactly as they
had practiced, and the service ended with the Harry Potter theme
son$, chosen by her classmates "in lfutie's honor."

tooking at Katie that day, it was stunning to see how much she

had grown. Even a couple of years ago, this day would not have

been possible. I wept-from Iove and from a profound sense of
pride and gratefulness and awe for how far we had all come. I knew
this service would be a significant milestone for Katie; I did not
anticipate how significant it would be forJody and me, nor for mem.
bers of the congregation. We hadsucceeded in finding away to gen-

uinely honor this movement into adulthood for someone who has

many skills that remain childlike but whose dreams and yearnin$s

for connections are uttgfy familiar to all of us. Because of I€tie, we
had risked a different kind of engagement, without any guarantee of
success or a road map for how to do it. In the process, we leamed

that the lovin$ welcome Katie received was the same welcome we

all seek €ls we enter into community, entrusting our gifts and vul-
nerabilities into the hands of others and meeting together the life-
long challenge of 'toming of age." .
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